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the

presidents
we know you will enjoy the papers included

in these

founder

proceedings

our may MPHS

on molokai was a real highlight among the thirteen we have held
the
each
people of molokai more than upheld their reputation for hospitality
went home with wonderful memories of the paper presentations the
the fellowship and two loaves of molokai bread courtesy of bishop
special thanks is due so many not the least of which is the organizations
dr kenneth baldridge the one person most responsible for the molokai

conference
wonderful
participant
sugar mill

tamura

MESSAGE

conference

we will notify
in 1993 the annual conference will be in kalihi perhaps in april
we also are planning mini
conferences in october
members through our newsletter
miniconferences
plan to attend at least one of these exciting
Wai alua
in kaneohe
Kaneohe and in february in waialua
meetings
and thanks for your support
lance

MPHS president
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MPHS PURPOSES
1

to

2

to

3

to

4

to

encourage research and publication on topics relative to the history of
the church of jesus christ of latterday
latter day saints in the pacific basin area

maintain bibliographic and reference information relative to the history of
day saints in the pacific basin area
the church of jesus christ of latter
latterday
gather in conferences and workshops to teach and to learn from each other
about latterday
latter day saint history in the pacific
teach those

information

skills helpful

the

in

gathering

EXECUTIVE COUNCIL

and

recording of historical
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merlin waite president
1993
adren bird vicepresident
vice president
1994
lance chase executive secretary
1993
midge oler treasurer
1994
1995
william wallace
kenneth W baldridge
cy bridges 1995
glenn lung 1993
ruth austin 1994

three year term
indicates expiration of threeyear

william wallace was appointed to fill the vacancy left by the resignation of ed

kamauoha
i
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A SERVANT OF GOD A STORY OF JACK SING KONG
by kuulei bell

today is

a special day for me to be here to speak about a man who was SPECIAL

only to me

community

not

kalaupapa
but to all the members of the Ka
kalaupapa branch and the Ka
laupapa
laupapa
as well

he was born on december 4 1892 in canton china
his name was jack sing kong
his father was hoi tak and his mother was shee they had eight children two girls
and six boys
they came from the kong dynasty they moved from canton china to
Han
alei which was their first home
hanalei
hawaii to the island of kauai in hanales

jacks

dad purchased some land and started to grow rice
with the hard work of the
family it became a very profitable business
later they moved from the island of
jacks only education was up to
kauai to honolulu and lived in the kaimuki district
personally 1I would give him a
the eighth grade but he had a business mind
masters degree in business

jack had many talents and one of them was to sing and perform which he loved to do
Ka
thai we had in our community
kalaupapa
he would sing at many of the parties that
laupapa was
once he told me that he sang in a
know for its parties
he really was a HAM
barbershop quartet and his part was to sing the bass
they placed second in this
contest and he boasted about that a lot
Aan
hansens
in the year of 1918 he contracted han
sens disease leprosy and was sent to kalihi
hansens
A year later he was sent to
hospital a receiving station for leprosy patients
Ka
kalaupapa
humuula or waialeale that
laupapa and came by the interisland ship called the humpula
transported the patients to Ka laupapa
he arrived at Ka laupapa june 19 1919 at
upon his arrival it was a special holiday
twenty seven years old
which time he was twentyseven
in the settlement and they were having a horse race which was a big thing in
Ka
kalaupapa
laupapa during that time
i

jack said he was assigned a room at the baldwin home in kalawao which was
operated by the catholic church under the supervision of brother dutton and the
sacred heart brothers
the women patients lived at bishop home under the
supervision of the st francis nuns of the catholic church
this home is located in
jack said
Ka
kalaupapa settlement proper baldwin home wasnt the best place to live
laupapa
the living conditions were very poor
food was poi and stew

the brothers

did all the cooking and the staple

many of the patients at that time were very sick
we call them heavy case open
once jack said he hated to go to meals because everyone ate from the
sores etc
same bowl of poi and stew and he couldnt eat
he and a friend used to cook outside
on an open fire and use empty cans to cook fish soup
at that time fish was plenty
later with good luck he moved from baldwin home to mcveigh home in the
settlement which was run by the territory of hawaii
it was a nice home clean and
during that time this place was for the important white people
the meals were good
to live and it was hard for anyone to get into this home but he made it
as a photographer for dr william goodhue
he took progress
pictures of patients and he also worked in the dispensary and earned 2000
20.00
2000 a month

his first job was

he saved his money and bought himself a store from this chinese man also a patient
he sold chinese groceries and many other things he even made his own beer that he
sold too
at that time his store made money as there werent many private owned
he also bought a car from another friend and had a taxi business
he was
stores
always wheeling and dealing

jack was married twice his first wife was daisy rebecca bell they were married for
one month and she died because of her illness
sometime later he married mary
Kaehu
kaehukulani
kulani on january 24 1931 and they were sealed to each other at the hawaii
temple in 1952
president jack kong sing and mary kong sing were converts to the church of jesus
christ of latterday
latter day saints president sing was released as an active patient in 1944
and mary sing was released in 1947
they had no children

president sing became branch president

thirty two
and remained so for thirtytwo
years before his death
he was the father of our Ka laupapa branch and a true and
faithful servant of god
he did many good works for our branch as well as our
some of the things I1 remember of him is going out to get donations for
community
the Ka
kalaupapa
laupapa lions club annual community christmas party he repaired and fixed
our church building and never asked for help from our church
he gave financial
and spiritual help to anyone who came to his door
in

1952

every missionary who was here
thirty two years
also got one too
he did this for thirtytwo
he remembered all the nurses and
I1 know
he had me wrapping
doctors and many others in the community as well
if 1I missed anyone 1I would be reminded
boxes of chocolate candies for all of them
there are many more wonderful things that he did it would take me more than
twenty minutes and thats all the time that im allowed to speak
because
of his kindness and generosity the lord showered his home with much and everyone
loved him

every christmas we had

a box

of candy from him

many dignitaries came to Ka laupapa from our church
apostle charles albert callis
kalaupapa
was the first apostle to come to Ka
laupapa joseph fielding smith jack remembered
president ezra taft benson came and 1I
him well because he was a soft spoken man
remember him very well because I1 had the honor of taking him on a tour in the
mark
settlement and 1I was his guide for the day with the permission of jack sing
Waddoup who was the mission president then also came to
waddoup
E petersen and william waddoups
waddoups became superintendent of the Ka
kalaupapa
visit
laupapa settlement
later william waddoup
for the department of health

kimball who came to visit the members of Ka
kalaupapa
laupapa
1I remember once we all went to the airport and we made a large banner
branch too
saying aloha to president david 0 mckay who wanted to stop and visit with us but
we told him to look out for our banner and the pilot of his
time did not permit
we all waved hoping he could see us and we put the
aircraft flew around the airport
banner right in the middle of the runway just to say ALOHA

we also had apostle spencer

W

jack said he had the honor to
many distinguished men of the political circle came
vice president
meet governor samuel wilder king governor ingram stainback and vicepresident
hubert humphreys wife muriel humphrey who came with senator daniel inouye
2

jack drove them in his cadillac for a tour all the big shots rode in jacks cadillac
he was the only person in the settlement who owned a cadillac
kalaupapa
when jacks cadillac came to Ka
laupapa we all went to the wharf to watch the barge
come in with his cadillac and we were the first ones to ride in it
its a big day
when the barge came
it used to be that it came three times a year but now its twice
ALL the supplies for the settlement and the patients personal freight come
a year
off the barge

at that time mr
during the depression jack said they had a shortage of poi
mcveigh was the superintendent of the settlement and because the people needed poi
someone told him to go and see samuel woolley
badly mr mcveigh had to find some
mr
of the mormon church in laie because they had taro and it was for the church
mcveigh went to laie to see president woolley
it was lunch hour when he arrived
mr mcveigh was
and asked to see president woolley who was having his lunch

president woolley heard that someone wanted to see him and
asked to sit and wait
left his lunch to see who was out there
he came shook hands with mr mcveigh and
mr mcveigh related the story of the people who
asked what could he do for him
were in need of poi at Ka laupapa
he asked president woolley could you spare me
some of your taro
he mentioned seeing all the taro patches along the way
president woolley said sure we can spare some taro how many bags do you want
and in reply mr mcveigh said would you send us forty bags of taro for a whole
month to feed the patients because by then our taro in the valley will be ready
president woolley said alright and every week the boat came out and brought forty
whoie month
bags of taro for the patients a whole
this story was related to all who lived in
mr mcveigh said that everyone should be thankful to the
Kalaupapa at that time
kalaupapa
jack and mary said everyone was so
mormon church because now they have poi
thankful that our church came to help
remember jack was honored by brigham young university hawaii in 1978 to
they
receive the distinguished service award from the church and university
asked me if 1I could bring him to laie
sister mary sing did not want to go because it
they put us up on campus we had a big
was hard for her to walk or get around
we
jack commented
why so many showers
room and there was many showers
didnt realize that we were in the dormitory it was very nice and comfortable we
they had a party and jack
had dinner that night with all of the staff of the school
we were so happy to see betty jean fuller and cecilia
was having a very nice time
aloa
they were there entertaining us for the evening
hanaloa
kanaloa
fong also Han
I1

ishmael stagner took care of us and made our stay very pleasurable
the next day
1I
watched jack walk down the aisle with all the professors and
was the big day
dignitaries with their long robes and caps and he looked so small among them in his
I was so proud of him and started to cry to see him
hawaiian jacket and bow tie
smiling with his beautiful white hair
when it was his turn to speak he stood tall and
spoke from his heart thanking them for giving him this wonderful honor which he
truly deserved
he never stopped talking about this special occasion for days there
1I had the
also was another time when he was ordained to the office of a high priest
1I
truly felt the spirit of the lord as they
honor to be with him as he was blessed
to be a part there at his blessing was just
pronounced the blessings upon him
1

wonderful

I1 felt 1I was there for mary because she

3

couldnt be there

when mary died january 23

1I tried my best to get her to
she was really very ill
go to the hospital she did but her kidney shutdown on her and she refused to be on
so she lived a week in the hospital and died in my arms on
the kidney machine

1983

sunday after church

after her death jack stayed

in the hospital because he fell and hurt his hip

took
him to honolulu to a specialist to see what could be done for him
they said he was too
old for surgery and he was in no pain and he could use a walker to walk and the
wheelchair
they told me to take him home and care for him 1I did 1I repaired his
home and made it clean and beautiful and moved in with him and became his full
time nurse daughter and friend

jack was a wonderful cook and did all the cooking for himself and mary
best chinese food you could eat

1I

he made

the

once mary said jack had his friends over to his home to watch TV because he had
it wasnt that good of a reception but every evening his
the TV in the settlement
mary said they had so much fun
friends came to his home to watch TV
many more stories told to me but 1I think you heard enough of my voice

jack kong sing died on december
I1

8

he was ninetyone
ninety one years old

1984

conclude my talk with this scripture taken from doctrine and covenants

verse

2

therefore 0 ye that embark

there were

in the service

with all your heart might mind
blameless before god at the last day

4

and

section 4

of god see that ye serve him
strength that ye may stand

MOLOKAI TEMPLE EXCURSTQN
EXCURSION
by alexander bishaw

when the first homesteaders came to molokai in 1922 molokai was an isolated island
with no paved roads beautiful homes electricity stores schools nor churches
offier
other
worship was conducted in ones own home a family gathering or with coffier
families combined
the early pioneers as we call them provided for their own
planting of vegetables raising animals and fishing were the main
sustenance
lifestyle of every family to survive

regardless of religion

in the early 1930s a church was erected in the hoolehua area to accommodate all
latterday
the church on molokai during this time was
latter day saint worship services
under the direction of a mission therefore we were known as the hoolehua branch
A branch president along with his counselors and clerk were called sustained and
set apart
officers and leaders of the branch were also called sustained and set apart
to conduct the affairs of the various auxiliaries

transportation in and out of molokai was via the ocean

Hual alae
hualalae

A navigation ship called the

was the least expensive means of transportation to honolulu

molokai was known for the raising of pineapple
transporting this produce to the
cannery in honolulu was via the young brothers barge the barge likewise brought
in food lumber freight and other commodities to the island from honolulu

one of the oldtype
old type airlines was the
other means of transportation was via the air
sea corsky
borsky and it landed at a little area at the hoolehua airport
however

traveling via the ocean was still the cheapest means to honolulu

when the branch in hoolehua was well established

committee was formed
one of
organize a temple group to care for the members temple needs
assignments of this committee was to arrange the least expensive method
transportation to the temple
airfare was too costly thus traveling by boat was
answer
the cheapest space on the ship was the ships deck
a

to
the

of

the

however another form of cheap transportation was via the pineapple barge
though it was illegal to be transported on a pineapple barge with permission
granted by the ships captain the members took this chance and traveled to the laie
though researched there has been no information acquired as to how long
temple
the members traveled in this manner
being
but I can say that it wasnt too long
that it was an unsafe way to travel the lord blessed the saints with safe arrival to
1

and from the temple

another memorable aspect of the molokai temple excursions was that they were

always conducted during the thanksgiving week a real family time
the transportation committee other committees were formed and
delegated to arrange for food housing and temple ordinances

temple excursions continue

in addition to

responsibilities

to be pan
part of the lives of the saints on molokai
however
today our means of transportation is only by air to honolulu with a choice of four

different

airlines

5

we no longer conduct temple excursions during the thanksgiving week but now
travel in the month of august where family members are able to add in their school
shopping

etc

time has really changed since the members first came

to molokai

the

aro now under the kahului hawaii stake
has grown tremendously we are
and bishops taking the full responsibility of the growth here on the island

the lord

truly has blessed the molokai saints tremendously
this present day

6

membership
with wards

from the beginning to

MORMONS AND LEPERS- THE SAINTS AT KALAUPAPA
by lance D chase

the first time was summer 1974 aboard the 65 foot
have been to the friendly isle
1I
had arrived in hawaii ten months earlier and
iron hulled sailing sloop machias
ironhulled
1I ate my first
just before wading to the zodiac rubber boat to take us to the machias
mangoes
at that critical moment of departure 1I did one of the more foolish things of
manghes
BYU H eric
my life
along with the current vice president for academics at BYUH
way I1 decided not to take any seasick pills before crossing kaiwi channel
Shurn
shumway
1I
take only slight
which some have called one of the roughest channels anywhere
consolation that both this veteran sailor from the tongan mission and myself threw
twenty five mile four and one half hour
up every twenty minutes during the twentyfive
popohaku beach in
Po
voyage
at the other end of the passage molokai in general and pohaku
and 1I think 1I have
particular indeed seemed friendly as we staggered ashore
never eaten a whole mango since
1I

kalaupapa
visit Ka
laupapa during that first molokai trip but 1I did sign the church
we had gone by air in 1979 our
register there on a visit in 1979 and again in 1991
purpose to audiotape jack and mary sing and to bring back whatever records of the
history of the church might be available to us to be placed in our learning resource
both our
center archives so future scholars in hawaii could have access to them
objectives were accomplished and both these sets of records were valuable for this
kalaupapa
saintss at Ka
paper in the reconstructing of the history of the saint
laupapa
I1 did not

sometime after my 1979 visit the thought occurred to me that the story of the
mormons at Ka
capelas who came after
kalaupapa
laupapa was little known except for that of the napelas
the leper colony had been there seven years and that of mary and jack sing who
one of my former students rodney van skoy
arrived in 1917 and 1919 respectively
BYU H
kalaupapa
did a preliminary study of the mormon presence at Ka
laupapa for a class at BYUH
it is important
but other than that there is very little collected under a single cover
to say at this point that this paper is far from an exhaustive report of my subject and
much more remains to be done
there is a wealth of sources
my work will best serve as a basis for further research

little did

I1

have not examined and

know when I1 began this project that I1 would have so much in common
kalaupapa
with my friends kuulei bell and lucy kaona at Ka
laupapa that 1I would develop a
mid section which would grow to the size of a
fourth stage lymphoma in my midsection
1I
seasel1 sufferers
diseased
disease1
have felt a common bond with the hansens Di
diseasel
Disease
cantaloupe
conscious of my own alienation from my normal self and from healthy friends as
my eyes burned and my fingertips were numb from the chemotherapy 1I was
well
kalaupapa
taking as 1I leafed through the records from Ka
laupapa these church records had
tlle
the furnes
fumes of potassium permanganate and
been smoked for eighteen hours in tile
formaldehyde so the healthy recipients of these reports would not contract hansens
1I

lalune decreed hansens disease rather than
lalure
lature
legislature
1969 and again in 1981 the hawaii Legis
leprosy the official terminology in hawaii Ka
kalaupapa brochure produced by the national park
laupapa
11nn

service nd

7

disease

bulfone drugs arrived in 1948 to arrest the disease of
fortunately just as the sulfone
my friends so has chemotherapy shrunk my tumor and if it destroys the cancer cells
in my bone marrow radiation will hopefully do the rest and my alienation like
kalaupapa
that of the Ka
laupapa patients will end
2

at

whose knowledge of both molokai and my
the risk of boring the kamaiianas
kalaupapa
laupapa
subject exceeds my own 1I feel it necessary to describe molokai and the Ka
peninsula at the outset the island is 259 square miles less than half the size of oahu
bahu
during two periods of its ancient history the middle of the island was totally under
reconnected during the late pliocene or
water making molokai two separate islands
early pleistocene eras the island now has a population of about 7000 although
these figures compare with the
fifteen times that many tourists may visit each year
estimated number of 10500 on molokai at captain cooks arrival as many as a quarter
kalaupapa
of these at Ka
laupapa and 6000 about 1835 3 molokai is about ten miles wide and
thirty eight miles long making it the second smallest of the hawaiian islands in land
thirtyeight
seventy eight patients with an
As of march 1992 there are seventyeight
area and population
Ka
fifty three state workers at kalaupapa
average age of about seventy and about fiftythree
laupapa
supplemented by up to one hundred visitors daily the maximum allowed on any
Ka
given day 4
the kalaupapa
laupapa patient population today is 56 per cent hawaiian
ancestry compared to the state average of 22 per cent 5
Maka nalua peninsula juts out
properly called the makanalua
2.25
225 miles across east
directly north and 1600 feet below topside molokai and is about 225
2.5
to west and 25
north
total land area is approximately twelve square
25 miles south to noreh
miles and 10726 acres if some land topside some offshore and a narrow strip
Ka
stretching along the beach west from kalaupapa
laupapa village to an uninhabited
flat
hat
greensward named nihoa are included 6 the 3500 acre peninsula itself is quite nat
except for the small shield volcano near the peninsulas south center which created
the land mass
the remains are the 400 foot walls of this small icelandic shield
volcano called kauhako crater
the crater has a unique 813 foot deep natural lake
about an acre in size

shaped peninsula itself
leafshaped
the leaf

access to this island close enough to be seen from oahu and nearest of the hawaiian
islands to the population center

center

21

2jnda
inda

W

31bid
3bid
abid

26

2.4
is by a steep 24
24 mile

greene exile in paradise historic resource study
national park service 1985 437

26 switchback trail

laupapa

of Ka
kalaupapa

by daily

denver service

177
1

imamura A strategic plan for transition at Ka laupapa settlement honolulu
15
pacific development basin council 1990 115
4 carolyn

K

1

5 ibid

ii2

11
II
1122

6 Ka laupapa brochure produced by the national park service
8

nd

small plane air service or barge twice a year
there are three ahupuaas that form a
backdrop to the makanalua
Maka nalua peninsula
from east to west the three streams of the
on the southeast side
Wai hanau valleys
Wai kolu Wai
same name have cut waikolu
aleia and waihanau
waialeia
on the
nalua peninsula is kalawao original site of the leper colony
makanalua
of the Maka
opposite and southwestern side of the peninsula a quarter mile north of the foot of
the pali trail down from topside is the village of Ka
kalaupapa
laupapa where virtually all
inhabitants of the settlement now live and which gives the peninsula its name today
Ka
it is likely kalaupapa
laupapa like laie was completely barren of trees until sometime after
the creation of the leper settlement probably in the 1890s when extensive tree
planting was undertaken on the peninsula 7

the first

LDS missionaries to work on molokai appear to have been william perkins
1 I could find no evidence the perkins
and his wife
kept a journal
the hawaii
mission history 8 shows that sometime between january 31 1852 when they were
assigned to molokai and april 8 of that year the perkins were on the island since on
the latter date sister perkins was reported there sick but improving
they were
joined in june by john stillman woodbury and by that same month elder uaua
baua had
already baptized thirty persons on molokai
during this time the missionaries
labored primarily along the southeast coast of molokai between todays kaunakakai
and halawa on the extreme east end
teamed more than
whether perkins who never learned
a few sentences in hawaiian or others made any visits to distant Ka
kalaupapa
laupapa during
this time and where a sizeable group of hawaiians lived in relative isolation I1 could
not determine
what is clear is the extreme difficulty of the lives of the missionaries
their poverty frequent sickness and their ongoing battles with the reverend
despite these problems elder woodbury went down to
hitchcock over converts
Ka
kalaupapa
laupapa on the last day of january 1853 my sources do not indicate whether there
were LDS members already there
however the hawaii mission history does say that
prospects were bright so there may have been
woodburys own journal records his
arrival in hawaii in 1853 and subsequent assignment to molokai
before being
transferred from his molokai assignment he made six descents down the pali to
Ka
kalaupapa
laupapa over a period of eighteen months

john stillman woodbury was

remarkable little man 130 pounds of tenaciousness
in woodburys journal I1 found the earliest
and courage and dedication to the work
kalaupapa
records of the mormons at Ka
laupapa
a

remember todays precipitous
but relatively safe trail was not then in place and was well treated by a local roman
Nu numea who killed a checking
chic king for him to eat and with whom he stayed
chicking
catholic nunumea
while he preached at Ka
kalaupapa
laupapa he visited the presiding deacon hoping to preach
in the good calvinist meeting house probably of stone and built as early as 1839 9

woodbury made the first breathtaking descent in 1853

7

greene 249

8 manuscript history of the hawaiian mission compiled by
MHHM or in text
9

as hawaii mission history

greene 40
9

andrew jenson

hereafter cited as

and later in the small stone meeting house of the catholics
Ka
the mormons had the first church on kalaupapa
laupapa peninsula
no missionaries in the pacific before 1843 10

after preaching for about

this

lays to rest the idea
since the mormons had

ay
monday
week at the villages on the peninsula on mond
Wai kolu a mile east of kalawao three men called on woodbury to
february 7 1853 at waikolu
Miki holo of waikolu
woodbury recorded these first converts names as mikiholo
be baptized
and kaloaaole
Kaloa aole and kahewahemanui of kalawao
he stayed the night with the latter
a

apparently their baptisms occurred near waikolu
after confirming these brethren
in a beautiful place there for baptizing a stream coming down from the canyon
woodbury continued to meet with those who would listen
probably waikolu stream
ON his
to his message staying until monday february 28 a month after his descent
last day while only three or four came in the morning there were at least twenty at
demonstration of
night who listened and he described it as a very good meeting
woodburys
woodbury s courage is provided by his journal account of his ascent up the pali
he
some places you have to crawl up on the side of the rocks with merely little
wrote
notches to stick the feet in but I1 prayed to the lord to strengthen me for tthe
he task and
taking it slow and resting occasionally I1 at length reached the summit
this was
probably the kukuihapuu trail which the government made a bridle path out of in
1873 down the waihanau
Wai hanau valley and which began near the rudolph W meyer home
it is no longer negotiable 11

kalaupapa
second woodbury visit to Ka
laupapa peninsula was in april 1853 in company
iian missionaries elder james hawkins
it is
hawaiian
with one of the original ten Haw
ilan
noteworthy because while they remained only six days they were able to split up and
preach
however the calvinists and catholics had had time to prepare for them and
still the mormons succeeded in
the contention was more pronounced this visit
they visited the volcano and described this place
attracting sizeable audiences
napela
Jon atana napel
napeia the saints held their services they
where twenty years later under jonatana
Wai kolu farthest east of the kalaupapa
Ka
preached in the old schoolhouse at waikolu
laupapa valleys
but mentioned no baptisms on this trip

the

an interesting bit of historical
it was august 1853 before woodburys third visit
information is provided in his account for thursday august 18 since he recorded
that from one to two hundred men were working on the pali trail as he and ephriam
green descended
1905 07
this was probably not todays trail which was built in the 190507
more than likely it was the first trail built by rudolph W meyer down a ridge
period
called iliilikaa 12 by now local LDS missionaries had clearly been succeeding since
brother maiola had baptized twelve hawaiians before the utah elders arrived at

10 R

1986

lanier britsch unto the islands of the sea salt lake city

deseret book company

3

greene 118

the

story is told of the mailman being required occasionally to take a two by
four with him to bridge portions of the trail which had been washed out presumably he did not have his
with him on such occasions
mu
mule
mulewith
lewith
11

12 imamura

43
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maiola was probably part of the group assigned
Kaw
kawasuna
aluna just west of kalawao
kawaluna
it was this third visit which in many
sunday march 26 1853 to labor on molokai
david kahukauwila
kahakauwila his wife and five others
ways was the most encouraging of all
were baptized among them two very promising young men viz kahna and lamual
kahakauwila a man of high standing and respectability in the calvinist church and
kahukauwila
one that the church members looked up to on this side of the island but the lord has
showed him the truth of the gospel and he has accordingly left his sectarian honor
and good name to embrace the truth 1133
kailuas daughter called on woodbury to
perform her marriage and the brethren were busy building a bowery in which to
hold meetings 14
the local saints asked elders green and woodbury to stay
significantly the impetus for this surge in mormon
permanently with them
religious activity on the peninsula appeared to come from the local rather than the
utah missionaries

by sunday august 21 1853 the little bowery at Kaw
aluna though incomplete was
kawasuna
kawaluna
sufficiently ready for meetings
after the sermon there a woman was baptized and
that afternoon the first branch on the peninsula was organized with some twenty
one members
david kahakauwila was ordained a priest kalua and lamual teachers
ahe deacons
palenapa and Kaloa
by tuesday the 23rd woodbury had issued licenses
kaloaahe
to the priest teachers and deacons 155
1

by sunday august 28 1853 a more substantial roof had been added to the small but
still too breezy bowery and the first sacrament service was held in the new branch at
kailiuli
Kil iuli topside by
Kaw
aluna
kawasuna
kawaluna
the things for the sacrament were brought clear from kiliuli
kolu the second
waikolu
brother samuel
the missionaries had already been successful in Wai
valley east of kalawao and now they extended their labors four miles farther east
Kona kaupu site of three or four houses and accessible only by sea
still to konakaupu
here
friends of maiola lived
the elders then climbed up and down to more easterly yet
Pelekunu burning hole land
and larger pelekunu
though maiola and woodbury preached
in both places and found some believing the calvinist influence was sufficiently
strong that apparently none were baptized at that time at these remote locations
despite the three days preaching
however on their return pale the schoolteacher
from kaunakakai applied for baptism from woodbury and green the latter having
remained behind on the peninsula during woodburys and maiolas absence
by
tuesday december 6 the elders had instructed the local leaders and discussed
opposition threats to burn down the bowery
they then ascended the pali again
having stayed a full month
Kaw aluna again in company
kawasuna
five weeks later on january 13 1854 woodbury visited kawaluna
with daniel and mookini
he went to elder greens who had been responsive to the

locals request and remained
in

part because by this

on the peninsula
time the saints had

13 john stillman woodbury journal 105
14 bid
ibid 106

15 ibid

106
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this fourth descent
begun to build

a

was significant

meeting house

presumably to replace the bowery
significantly the mormons
also
Ka
kalaupapa
laupapa and appeared to make
there despite repeated attempts to

Kaw aluna
kawasuna
since the new structure was to be at kawaluna
had their least success at the larger settlement of
the least favorable impression on the hawaiians
convert them

during this fourth of woodburys visits one cold wednesday he and unnamed others
woodbury green
kuhako crater again and gave a detailed description of it
visited kulako
Ka
once more trying to
kahakauwila also visited kalaupapa
laupapa
and a native elder david kahukauwila
this is probably a
make inroads although the calvinists had a new chapel there
nevertheless the
third chapel the second one having been constructed in 1847 16
mormons succeeded in gathering an audience of about fifty catholics and calvinists
although no baptisms are mentioned
after a twelve day visit woodbury again left
green behind and climbed out on his way to kailiuli
Kil
iuli
kiliuli
and
lasted from wednesday april 26 until tuesday may 2nd
1854
elders green and woodbury descended the pali together having spent the night
in the same house topside with the catholic priest who then followed behind them
down the trail a spatial relationship probably discussed by the mormons well aware
during this visit the utah
that some will go into the kingdom first and others last
missionaries learned that maiola and his companions had been to the villages of
pelekunu
Pelekunu where they baptized the first four recorded converts and even more
easterly wallau 17

the fifth woodbury visit

on this last recorded descent woodbury remained only five days staying with
prother
Pua lewa who were
brother green
he blessed children and argued with kaluna and pualewa
assessors and tax collectors as well as officers in the calvinist church
he described

the typical argument the mormons had with their antagonists the latter changing
the subject when these scripturally well prepared LDS missionaries hemmed them up
on any doctrinal point during the discussion

on july 26 1854 the church appointed james lawson to preside over molokai and he
Kaw aluna
kawasuna
may have been fourth of the utah elders who first descended the pali to kawaluna
on november 3 1854 elder lawson reported holding meetings with a small branch of
the church which had been raised up there 188 it was during this summer of 1854
when permission was granted to make lanai the LDS gathering place and with this
leadership drain from the various hawaiian branches missionary work began a
pronounced decline
1

is relevant to this pre
kalaupapa
leper colony Ka
preleper
laupapa history although it
in the spring of 1856 when john R
may not have involved a missionary visit there

an initial anecdote

young was presiding over molokai during his five months labor there after he had
akoi
kalaupapa
kaluakoi
replaced lawson he may have been at Ka
laupapa but if so he misnames it Kalu

16

greene

41

17 woodbury

225

18 MHHM november

1

1854
12

a place selected by the government as
Kalu akoi
he said he started on horseback for kaluakoi
kalaupapa
a prison colony for lepers
did he mean Ka
laupapa he did however travel by

Pele kunu where he obtained a private house for preaching to which
whaleboat to pelekunu
then in the
the whole community came amazed he said he could speak so well
story he wrote that he hiked through the trackless
really remarkable part of this story
forest to the headquarters of the church on the island at wailua
kailua alone or
accompanied he does not say
that journey would have encompassed some ten miles
if the land had been flat and the direction due southeast neither of which conditions
applied in what must have been an incredible trek over that precipitous mountain

terrain

in order to obtain money for his passage home in 1857 young worked for a month at
kalaupapa
the rudolph W meyer mill at kalae just topside of the trail from Ka
laupapa meyer
thirty one years from 1866 until his
was the superintendent of the leper colony for thirtyone
we remember that brigham young called the missionaries home in
death in 1897 19
1857 and there was only local leadership left in hawaii until walter murray gibson
gibson assumed control of the hawaii mission until
stepped into the vacuum in 1861
his excommunication in 1864

on october 10 1858 a truly ominous note is sounded in the hawaii mission history
palawai
lawai lanai all the members of the church at molokai
during the conference at Pa
lalawai
are cut off did this mean the saints at Ka
kalaupapa
laupapa as well it is impossible to tell from
my sources
but from around that time on lanai molokai and maui appear to be
grouped in one church jurisdiction possibly because of similar actions by the
church on maui taken against those who would not migrate to lanai
of course we

must realize that in those times excommunication did not always mean what it means
in the church today
apparently excommunication was sometimes used more as a
disciplinary device and did not always carry the same weight it does today

kalaupapa
next step is to pick up the history of the saints at Ka
laupapa after the
lanai and concurrent with the establishment of the gathering place at laie
gibsons s excommunication
while hansens disease had existed
year after gibson
for many years by then it played the major role in the story of the
peninsula from then on

the

disaster on

in 1865 a
in hawaii
Ka
kalaupapa
laupapa

in hawaii and the establishment of the kalaupapa
Ka
laupapa
settlement is commonly known so 1I will only briefly review these details here
the
disease appears to have been first observed in a hawaiian woman named kamuli
kabuli
living at koloa
coloa kauai in 1835 20 the twin local names for the disease suggest
intimating that chinese laborers brought it and
theories as to its origin mai pake
in 1850 the year the
that it first originated among hawaiian chiefs
mai AM
alii
aill
mormon missionaries first came to hawaii the hawaiian board of health was
established ostensibly to deal with cholera but forced to turn its attentions more and
more to leprosy

the history of hansens disease

19 alfons LL korn ed news from molokai letters between peter kaeo and queen emma
university press of hawaii 1976 37
1876 honolulu
1873
18731876

20 Ka laupapa brochure produced by the national park service nd
13

first known

in egypt

leprosys nature was such as the bible makes clear that those

who contracted it were considered not only unclean but already dead
the infection
while not easily transmitted even to children living with infected parents takes one
of two forms
the so called lepromatous type is signaled by early skin changes
later less prominent nerve changes occur nodules or swelling sores follow slowly
increasing in size and number
the upper respiratory system is often affected the
there may be periodic fevers and a
eyes also and sometimes the liver and spleen
untreated the lepromatous type lasts eight to ten years
loss of sensation
in this type nerve changes dominate
there are
second type is tuberculoid
brownish spots on the skin pain and fever episodes
the peripheral nerve branches
are attacked accompanied by pain paralysis and muscle wasting
the fingers become
despite this
clawed ulcers may develop fingers toes and whole feet may be lost
many victims live to be very old death coming often as a result of kidney disease
this type lasts twenty years at least 21

the

by january of 1865 the hawaiian governments concern was officially expressed
when king kamehameha V signed an act to prevent the spread of leprosy land being

provided for isolating the most severely afflicted sufferers so they could not spread
seven to eight hundred acres and fifteen to
this highly communicable disease
twenty good houses were purchased for 1800 at kalawao some of these from an old
mormon friend chief levi faalelea
Haa
lelea who had sold the mormons land for a gathering
haalelea
kalaupapa
kuheana
place on lanai
kuleana land on the Ka
laupapa peninsula remained a problem after
establishment of the colony as its inhabitants continued to provide hiding places
hawaifan
an friends or relatives of the exiles
it was not
food and lodging for healthy hawaiian
hawah
Hawa
habahifan
kalaupapa
until 1873 that land was purchased at the more heavily settled site of Ka
laupapa for
the colony

on january

1866 the first patients went ashore at kalawao nine men and three
kalaina
kamai
kamal
na evacuees from the sold land had
women
kamaina
malna
maina
the problem was that the healthy ka
been absent sufficiently long that the crops they had left could not be harvested
6

thus began the long term problem of feeding the patients adequately which

but the dramatic description by james michener of
continued for eight more years
the patients being thrown off the ship bearing them to the settlement and having to
swim for their lives in the roiling water a picture never to be forgotten by those
probably did not happen
if it did it was only when
who have read his novel hawaii
the seas were so treacherous that people and goods could not be landed from the
transporting ship without endangering the lives of the patients the crew and the
22
however the dreaded motto describing the early social conditions among
ship 22

21

greene 9910
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22 ibid

51

14

in this
wole kahawai
woie
kanawai ma kela wahi
patients on the peninsula was a reality
aole
not surprisingly between 1866 and 1873 nearly forty per
place there is no law 23
cent of the patients died 24

were there mormons among the first patients
it seems likely when one considers
Hawaii ans perhaps
the prevalence of latterday
latter day saints among 19th century hawaiians
documentation of this figure
approaching 20 per cent of the hawaiian population
awaits the results of further research
the first LDS patient of whom 1I am certain
on thursday
Jon atana hawaii napela
was kitty richardson napela wife of jonatana
november 4 1869 about four years after the first patients arrived at kalawao the
capelas
napelas
capelas had returned from utah having received their endowments
the napelas
could not have known that within three more years kity would discover her own
leprous condition
napelas
pelas although he was then free of the disease became
capelas
the Na
residents at kalawao on the 10th of may 1873 father damien arriving with the
napelas
capelas on the same vessel 25 elder napela apparently asked to be given supervisory

responsibility so he could accompany and remain with his sick wife 26 he not only
received the appointment as assistant superintendent under rudolph W meyer but
on october 8 1873 napela was appointed president of the combined maui molokai
kalaupapa
and lanai conference of the LDS church 27 his life on the Ka
laupapa peninsula was
one of increasing difficulty from the time of his arrival until his death in 1888 prior
to kitys
katys from conditions associated with his own leprous condition he must have
been troubled by his dual allegiance to kity and the healthy saints assuming some
loyal saints were left for he could not simultaneously have worshipped with both
because of the quarantine
this may be why the saints held services at least
occasionally on the windward side of kauhako crater among the thickest trees
during the time napela was assistant supervisor there was great unrest among the
inhabitants of the peninsula

of

the many problems
for the patients at least
a campaign of intrigue
replaced by the latter

the greatest was the procurement of adequate food supplies
by june of 1873 napela was in this position of luna but after
by the patient and lawyer william P ragsdale he was
on october 17 1873 ostensibly for corruption 28
since
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27 greene 579

28 korn 55
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of
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25 june

ragsdale himself is regularly accused of starving the hawaiians after he replaced
more likely is it that
napela his accusations against napela lack some credibility
napela deserved blame only for feeding starving hawaiians not on the official list of
lepers as well as trying to feed those who were 29

there is much more that could be said about napelas experience at the settlement but
on june 3 1874 napela engaged in debate with father
one deserves comment

the discussion

began when napela told the priest he and six others were
peter kaeo patient and nephew of queen
going to fast since they were mormon
emma as recorded in his letters to emma in news from molokai
described what
followed as quite a dispute at the end of which he said both were victorious but he
ath of august 1879 napela was dead and kity followed him
by the 6th
favored the priest
two years later 30

damien

my laupapa
Ka
kalaupapa story resumes with the visit of utah elder henry P richards who on
october 26 1878 descended the pali and visited napela whom he had last seen when
the latter was in salt lake city utah
richards reported he hardly recognized elder
3v
richards provided us with some significant
napela he was so disfigured by disease 31
information about the condition of the district when he noted he held a meeting with
Kaw aluna kalawao branch president
kawasuna
about fifty present in what I1 assume was the kawaluna
kalaupapa
laupapa peninsula branches
lepos home napela was then presiding over two Ka
in the afternoon napela accompanied richards to
presumably as a district president
Ka
kalaupapa
laupapa where there was another branch of about the same size there being about
my speculation is that the earliest
seventyeight
seventy eight members in the two branches
Ka
chapel built around 1878 at kalaupapa
laupapa was constructed on the very spot where the
three LDS buildings are today at the western terminus of damien road where it
it is clear significant missionary work has been
intersects with kamehameha street
kalaupapa
done at heretofore relatively unreceptive Ka
laupapa there are reportedly about 700
lepers in the settlement at this time about ten per cent of which are LDS

the next part of

account continues with a more chronological history of the
construction of chapels and the names of those who served as branch presidents on
peninsula
which
much of it comes from the hawaii mission history
the kalaupapa
Ka
laupapa
on
notes the visit of elders beesley farr kaleohano moses and other in july 1888
sunday the 12th of july they held meetings in both kalawao presumably with the
kalaupapa
patients and at Ka
homona to preside over the branch
laupapa where they set apart momona
since the former president name omitted was sick and feeble
whether this was the
president lepo mentioned earlier the record does not show
kekai and kakipa
kakiba were
on july 13 1888 the missionaries visited the
made counselors to president momona
homona
grave of napela which they said was near the crater and was covered with lime
my

mortar

29 bid
ibid 140
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october 26 1878
16

after 1887 the board of health began moving the health facilities and patients

to

by 1892 the bulk of the population was at Ka
kalaupapa
laupapa and within two
years the hawaii mission history
records there were more LDS at Ka
kalaupapa
laupapa 149
than kalawao 78
this shift of patients that had begun in 1887 was completed by
Ka laupapa

still11 had meeting houses and all the auxiliary programs
in 1894 both places sti
comparative figures with other branches in the mission
except primary
demonstrate the significance of the Ka
kalaupapa
laupapa peninsula which tied for the fourth
pulehu in the hawaiian islands
largest LDS population with pulphu
totals were honolulu
pulphu and Ka
677 laie 364 kahana 154 pulehu
kalaupapa
laupapa both 149 wailuku was fifth with
1932 32

132 saims
salms 33
saints

source 34 records B M kapule presided over kalawao
the same source34
was
kalaupapa
Ka
branch and S kekai over Ka
laupapa the shift from kalawao to kalaupapa
laupapa
continuing largely because the climate was much more hospitable for the
changesensitive
temperature and moisture change
sensitive hansens disease sufferers on the
the construction of docking facilities and improved
western side of the peninsula
Ka
access to fresh water supplies at kalaupapa
also made it the new center of activity on
laupapa
the peninsula
was evicted from
it was during this time that the last kama
aina
kamaaina
Ka
kalaupapa
laupapa peninsula 3355 during the 1890s the leprosy epidemic reached its peak with
more than a thousand patients at Ka
kalaupapa
laupapa representing as much as two per cent of
the hawaiian population 36
A year later

in 1895

just prior to the completion of todays six foot wide pali trail between 1905 and 1907
which was being worked on at least as early as 1889 37 elder william waddoups and
his companion elder david johnson visited Ka
kalaupapa
laupapa with this 1904 trip to
Ka
dedicate two laupapa
kalaupapa meeting houses began an era which continued down through
the life of jack sing kong in relatively recent times
during this century the
leadership tenure of the various branch presidents was often extremely long
the
chapels at kalawao and Ka laupapa were described by waddoups as some of the best
houses in the mission
the latter one had been under construction for about five
years and was built entirely from contributions
the elders baptized ten people while
there and noted this swelled mormon ranks to more than 200 perhaps twenty per

32 imamura 111
11
1

33 MHHM

december

31

1894

34 bid
ibid december 13 1894
35 greene xxvii
36 ibid 22
37 ibid 202
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john haulani was apparently
cent of the population and all of them patients 38
president of one of the branches and continued to preside until he died in 1917 39
john M bright who had accompanied his sick wife to Ka
kalaupapa
laupapa apparently served
some time
as branch president from about 1918 until 1926 when his wife died
around the end of his tenure the kalawao branch was discontinued 40

although LDS patients could not leave the settlement and join the saints at their
pan of
semiannual church conferences usually held in laie they were very much a part

the excitement and planning for the completion dedication of and work which was
in november just prior to the
to occur in the hawaii temple completed in 1919
kalaupapa
he
dedication thanksgiving week president waddoups again visited Ka
laupapa
trained the saints there so they would compile the names of their ancestors to be
submitted for temple work
the word vicarious takes on new meaning when it is
no hope they would receive
realized these stricken saints could entertain absolutely
the endowment themselves let alone personally do the work for their kindred dead
however that is not to supposed they were deficient in either gospel knowledge or
president waddoups had written as a result of an earlier
commitment to gospel ideals

visit

our saints

in this settlement are among the most faithful
their
faith seems unshaken in the truth
they are united in doing good
and their greatest joy seems to be in honestly serving the lord
1 I have never felt
they seem happy and contented with their lot
a sweeter calmer spirit among our saints anywhere than 1I have
even in their trials god has
felt in laboring with these people
given them joy and contentment and a firm testimony of the divinity
4
of the gospel 41

on december 21 1920 when president E wesley smith and george bowles visited
Ka
kalaupapa
he commented
laupapa bowles was astonished at the knowledge displayed
the record further attests some of the
these people are students of the gospel

foremost members of the church in any land are there at the leper settlement
the
spirit among these unfortunate people cannot be surpassed 42 A few months later

38 MHHM

june

4 1904

39 orlene J poulsen Ka laupapa place of refuge the relief society magazine march
1968 210 the small monument between the chapel and cultural hall marks the burial site of president
BYU H says
haulani rodney van skoy in his undergraduate paper housed in the pacific islands room at BYUH
14
was unable to confirm the accuracy of his information nor its source
haulani died in 1917 pp14
I1

40 HMMH
41 ibid

1

june

may 1928
4

1904

42 ibid november 5 1919 december 23 1919
18

the patients donated 70 to the near east relief fund set up to relieve
suffering from the war between the red and white armies in russia 43

armenians

president john M brights tenure was typical of the lengthy service of Ka
kalaupapa
laupapa
non patient whose wife had hansens disease apparently served
leaders
this nonpatient
Ka
kalaupapa
laupapa village by now the only branch as its leader between 1918 and 1926 when
his wife died
the improvement era for january of that latter year reported
president bright was leaving Ka
kalaupapa
laupapa and would be replaced by elder nahulu
my records do not show whether this happened
Ele
akala
eleakala
the membership was
president Ele
reported to be ninety at that time
akala could have presided when
eleakala
william waddoups and his party dedicated the chapel thursday 5 may 1927 the

building had been remodeled and repainted the branch was reported in very good
condition and large crowds attended all the meetings
about this time there were
1191 patients 741 males and 450 females
the chapel seated 200 and all the
auxiliaries except primary were functioning 44

president waddoups courage

reminiscent of john stillman woodburys in visiting
molokai is illustrated during one particular trip by the fact that on saturday march
1
1I assume
1930 he aeroplaned
aero planed to his destination
aeroplaner
the leather helmeted white
scarfed pioneer landed topside on a dirt
Ka
din strip since the kalaupapa
airport was not
laupapa
completed until 1933 45 just how adventurous waddoups was is illustrated by
historian william H chafe who wrote that as late as 1942 airplanes were something
flown by the military and a few adventurous businessmen 46

akala ever was branch president at least by 1928
eleakala
while it is unclear whether elder Ele
born in the first year of the civil war this
elder david K kauhi was presiding
bom
kalaupapa
brother was still leading the Ka
laupapa branch during the second year of US
involvement in world war two when he was 81
but he apparently passed away some
time after october of 1942 having served at least fourteen years and was replaced by
jonah K mahelona also known as jonah K M napela 47 by that time the number of
mormons in the branch was continuing its decline
in 1933 elder kauhi had presided
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oxford university press 1991

47 this information was collected from a box of Ka laupapa branch records held in the BYUH
BYU H
kalaupapa
archives of the learning resource center some 20 notebooks from the Ka
laupapa chapel were given
to ken baldridge and lance chase by jack sing

19

over 69 members 37 attending 48
he appears to have been president when the
mission home north of the chapel was constructed about 1935 49 by the first day of
1947 the branch population had dropped by 25 per cent to 51 50

it was in the year 1947 that I1 can begin personally to relate to this history since the
only Ka
kalaupapa
laupapa branch president 1I knew may have assumed his office that year
there is some disagreement over this since president sings admittedly faulty
jack sing
memory provided the date of his setting apart as branch president as 1952
to my knowledge the
kong went on to serve until his death on december 8 1983
kalaupapa
branch has not had a Ka
laupapa resident presiding since president sings death As
of this writing in april of 1992 the three members of the branch are presided over
ipo albino who is in charge of the mule rides which negotiate
by elder thaddeus apo
the pali trail
he has the peculiar responsibility of being present to preside over
ipo or as
service on sunday when there may be as few as two members including apo
ipo despite his young age and
A cancer victim himself apo
many as twenty present
through great faith completely recovered from the disease and former bishop
homer of the hoolehua ward gave him the assignment of conducting the sacrament
service for the little group in the dependent branch
elder albino brings a change
of clothes with him when he leads his group of tourists on mules down the trail and
Ka
kalaupapa kuulei bell lucy
usually arrives just after the three active mormons at laupapa
1I was told during my december
kaona and peter keola have met for sunday school
kalaupapa
1991 visit that when there is no longer a need to hold meetings at Ka
laupapa the
three recently restored buildings will be turned over to the national parks assuming
that entity is successful in purchasing the complete rights to the settlement 51

one of the many heroes of Ka
kalaupapa
laupapa was joseph dutton originally of stowe
four years
fortyfour
vermont who worked selflessly among the patients for forty
before
brother dutton not LDS died in honolulu in march of 1931 he wrote in his self

effacing style

wish to guard you against having too high an estimate of the
work performed with good intention to accomplish
work here
the will of almighty god for his glory is the same in one place
ones molokai can be an
y where 52
anywhere
as in another
1I

48 ibid
49 greene from maps pictures and accompanying text
50 information on kalaupapa
Ka
laupapa church records

in BYU
H
BYUH

archives

statement made to lance chase at Ka laupapa in december 1991 by glenn lung who had been
given supervisory responsibility for the Ka laupapa LDS church buildings
51

52 statement recorded

in

the Ka
kalaupapa
laupapa museum by lance chase in december 1991

20

no doubt brother dutton was right in his geographical allusion reminding us it is not
kalaupapa
but virtually all those who have visited Ka
important where we serve
laupapa and
our souls have been
written about it have been consistent in one thing at least
we are fortunate we lived at a
unforgettably touched by the place and the people
time when we could still personally know these people for the day is coming when
kalaupapa
the specialness of Ka
laupapa will be memorialized only by written records and
pictures of the haunting soul of that beautiful and secluded place
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LDS CHAPELS ON MOLOKAI
by mokihana davis

my name is mokihana davis keiki 0 ka aina 0 kalamaula
Kala maula
the first homestead village
Kekula nani
settled by my goodly parents george wellington maioho and mildred kekulanani
bertlemann who journeyed here as a young married couple in 1921 from their
they heard and accepted the request of their much
birthland of coloa
koloa kauai
coloa resident prince jonah kuhio kalanianaole who
revered friend and fellow koloa
established the hawaiian homestead program in 1920 under US congress approval
Kalamaula on this island of
to be the numbered few first pioneers in the land of kalamaula

molokai

number nine of ten children and fortunate to have been born at ualapue
I1 have lived here all my life and went away only to attend
hospital east molokai
higher education and returned to marry a young man G hienie nuuhiwa davis of
we raised five children
hoolehua molokai another hawaiian homestead village
currently 1I have my last two sons attending brigham young
here on molokai
university hawaii campus in laie
universityhawaii
I1

am

have always reminded my children that they are what they are today because of the
righteousness and faith of their father who raised them under the influence of the
we have four temple marriages and our youngest son
priesthood in the home
my sons have expressed to me the one thing
returned from his mission in japan
they realize now and are forever grateful to their father was the fact that he taught
mothers are always the first to hear their children
them never to be afraid of work
complain of work assignments but usually never within the earshot of their father
this was so in our home at age twelve my sons usually wanted to go surfing or play
games after school but I1 always reminded them that as long as their father was at
venceline
home they are to remain home and work alongside with him fixing fen
fenceline
celine or
building animal pens or work on the farm equipment or renovating our commercial
twenty four hours they are free to cruise with their
buildings
when he is at work twentyfour
once they understood their father would seldom deviate from
friends after school
this plan they grew to know that this was part of their lifestyle
1I

the

fun side was the hunting and the fishing my sons learned at a young age when
my
they placed food on our family table venison and fish at age eleven and twelve
husband served as branch president of kaunakakai LDS for ten years and so my
children were raised under the constant work assignments and bazaars and paid
their tithe and fast offering collections and participated in the home teaching
we have always explained to our childrens friends
program and youth activities
whom they invite to spend the summer or vacation with us that our home is a fast
paced home and that if they want to go with us they are welcome just jump in the
it may be to the farm to work at sunrise or it may be to go
first car that leaves
fishing or picnic at the beach or do errands
if the friends are from the city and
unaccustomed to work they remain at home to sleep late and watch TV all day until
everyone comes home
and so I1 view the lives and activities of our children today as
they raise their individual families each of them centers first around the priesthood
of the home who as father and head of each family provides an umbrella of
daughters in law and their
protection and love and faith which my daughters and daughtersinlaw
children sustain and enjoy the presence of the influence of the gospel teachings and

principles
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have enjoyed conducting personal interviews with residents and former residents
who lived on molokai in the 1920s in gathering pertinent information concerning
the LDS chapels on molokai
they remembered when there was a surging of great
faith of members and missionaries who preached the gospel and brought the faithful
people of molokai together to worship
1I

HOIOLEHUA
1928 the hawaiian
1928the

homes commission warehouse was used as a weekly
it was located behind the
meeting place to worship for the homesteaders in this area
present hoolehua fire department
1922 to

chapel was built near mary lees homestead below the old molokai
high school the branch president was elder sam kalama husband of emma kalama
1 I note the presence of their daughter
kahele souza in the audience also daughter
nahele
in law mrs melvin kalama aunty martha kalama as we affectionately call her and
inlaw
granddaughter mrs theresa kalama bigbie and her husband fred bigbie
1929 A oneroom
one room
1929a

1935
1938
Puu peelua highway
19351938
1935193
1938 newly built chapel on a hill on puupeelua
1952
1952aA gymnasium building was completed adjacent to the hoolehua chapel
1974 stake organized this year known as kahului hawaii stake with hoolehua
1974stake
wards first bishop ordained elder william luckie davis son of william hampton and

otchie davis homesteaders of hoolehua
if

1982 ward
1982ward

molokai

Kalamaula
moved to new stake facility in kalamaula

KATNALU
KATNALIJ

ft

east molokai

1938 chapel built
1938chapel

and branch organized using members from
assigned and delegated to serve as leaders in kainalu branch
de fries mawae
as branch presidents were
kahikina
duvauchelle and john perreira

this chapel

was discontinued and members
maula center of the island
kalamaula
ward located in Kala
1964

thereafter

hoolehua who were

the elders

who served

attended

kaunakakai

aiwohi kawai

weil
weli
well

kaunakakat
kaunakakai
1921
members
1921members

clarence kini

Kap uaiwa coconut grove under the leadership of elder
met in kapuaiwa
Kala maula who served as the first branch president
homesteader of kalamaula

1938 first
1938first

maula on main maunaloa highway under elder albert
chapel built in Kala
kalamaula
chapel discontinued
twenty five years
kahinu branch president who served for twentyfive
and members moved to new location in 1964

new location of six acres with new chapel built and dedicated by elder gordon
1964
1964new
B hinckley
branch president is G hienie nuuhiwa davis son of william hampton
and otchie davis who served for ten years
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hawaii
kaunakakai ward
1975 kahului

stake

organized

1982 renovated design as stake center
1982renovated
hoolehua and kaunakakai wards

with

first

bishop

two wards meet

1992
improved cooler interior additional meeting rooms
1992improved
and parking new wall to wall carpets and tiled flooring
MATJNALOA
MAUNALOA

plantation

oliver young
in the

over

enlarged facility

and extension

to building

BRANCH

1938 organized under elder esteban arce
1938organized

branch president
district leadership
board members
henry kaahanui and john
elder david mokuilima district president
K pawn sunday school john wahilani relief society emma kalama
KUALAPUU

plantation

HHANCH
BRANCH

organized under branch president esteban arce with the following members
1950
1950organized
mrs mildred lee and children mrs emily lindo mrs anita arce and daughter
sandy nohara sister five and the adachi family
my husband and 1I had occasion to take cottage meeting lessons with nine other
couples in 1955
of the ten couples only alexander bishaw and 1I were non members
As a result of these weekly lessons six couples including my husband hienie and 1I
entered the hawaii temple in november 1955 and were sealed for time and all
I1 express
eternity
brother alex bishaw followed with his family soon after
gratitude to elder jerry raty martin and elder denning two missionaries who came
one months laboring on molokai
twentyone
and who
from logan utah and spent twenty
conducted and taught the weekly lessons and assisted in the conversion and baptism
my mission president
of me six months prior to entering the hawaii temple in laie
was D arthur haycock who set my husband G hienie nuuhiwa davis apart as an
my deep appreciation to my branch
elder one month prior to our temple sealing
president riley naumu who recommended my husband and 1I enter the temple with
the molokai annual excursion of temple members from molokai in november of 1955
if it were not for the church missionary program sending men and women to
molokai to labor and teach the gospel lessons and given opportunity to the faithful
who hunger and thirst after the word of god the growth would not have been so
rapid
surely the faith of the people stirs when the spirit bears testimony through
the leaders and the missionaries that jesus is the christ and prepares man and his
family to follow in his footsteps offering eternal life to all
express gratitude to the scout leaders the primary teachers the young men and
young women leaders the bishop and his counselors the home teachers the visiting
teachers the seminary teachers all who assisted in the teaching and molding of
gospel principles in our five children who assisted my husband and me in producing
the current end result of our five children as present active leaders in the church
more so I1
in their wards in their temple work and in their individual family units
give credence to my husbands parents william hampton davis and otchie davis who
were examples of true family love and lived the gospel principles when they
cemented their family relationships for time and all eternity in 1949 in the hawaii
1I
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pattern for their eldest son G hienie nuuhiwa davis and
it is the membership within
his six brothers and sisters to follow in their footsteps
the walls of these beautiful chapels on molokai that give life spirit direction love
sacrifice reverence devotion obedience and leadership through the gospel of jesus
christ thus providing a continuity of blessings from our heavenly father to the
people and community of molokai

temple

truly they set

a
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MARY LEE CHARITY NEVER FAILETH
by betty jean BJ kamaileokaala lee fuller

during po kane and you hear drums know where
Marchers
hide in the bushes hope that a
barchers
always be downwind of the night marchers
you are
arealways
mother said to me one day reliving
is in the procession
member of your ohana
perhaps 1I thought the words were for my benefit also
words of her kupuna
kukuna

whenever you are out at night

mother related to me
kukuna
while 1I was able to understand about the hawaii of my kupuna
of things hawaiian while growing up in the
how she was taught by that kupuna
kukuna
Wai kapu and the fishing village of malaaea
malanea on the island of
kaikapu
little farming village of waikapu
maui
however though steeped in the things of hawaii in every phase mother was a
true mormon

my interest in genealogy and family history comes from the tributaries of mothers
she was a great storyteller riveting the
great wealth of knowledge wisdom and love
today 1I will share with
listener to its time and space informing and enlightening
you some choice vignettes of mothers life experiences
kapu maui
Wai
waikapu
okalani sylva on december 25 1908 in kaikapu
wahineokalani
bom mary Wahine
mother was born
she had an older hanai brother already by the
to mele kapo and john kauila sylva
time she came into the world
her only biological sibling a brother died in infancy
ii and kahiapo
kaohiai li
her mother was the thirteenth of twenty children born to kaohiki
to be
however while tutu mele was still in her mothers womb her soon
kekahuna
soontobe
kad put
kao
kalanikao
kalanikad
kalanikau
hanai mother mele kapo Kalani
pul her hand on her mothers stomach and said
this is my child

mele kapo kalanikau was

mormon

a

our mormon roots stem from the promise

kaohiai and mele
between these two women kaohiki

who was part portuguese came into tutu meles life as a true hawaiian
traditionalist who although a christian practice his hawaiian religion
however
ile put all his tangible hawaiian religious
lle
he
when he was baptized a mormon lie
possessions in a little canoe set it down in the pacific ocean with its bow pointed
towards the horizon let it sail out to sea

tutu kauila

on july 11 1924 with several young cousins and along with several mormon families
Wai
from waikapu
kapu mother and her parents migrated to molokai to homestead forty acres
kaikapu
because of the conditions
of raw red dirt land on the windswept plains of hoolehua
mother was sorely needed to help clear lantana from their forty acres of land giving
up the chance to attend the kamehameha school for girls mothers formal education
ended in the eighth grade

tutu kauila

was part of that famous group of faithful hawaiian priesthood bearers
who when a severe drought parched the already arid plains of hoolehua gathered at
the home of brother keanini and fasting and praying for several days petitioned
the lord to bring rain to their thirsty farmlands

tutu mele died

have been told that she was a very patient
in the
hardworking compassionate prayerful faithful woman who lived the gospel
early years of the church on molokai she worked alongside the church brethren to
a year before

1I

was born

1I
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in the circle of fishermen she was famous for her diving prowess
mother inherited all these attributes from her mother even being

heal the sick

believe

fisherwoman

1I

a

mother held the office of president of both the relief society and relief society
twenty five years
but although busy with these callings
district collectively for twentyfive
she was active in community work

work were recognized
on november 26 1953 she was given the honor of traveling with
throughout hawaii
the first hawaii 4 H delegation to the 4 H club congress held in chicago illinois
when she became state president of the UE clubs of hawaii she traveled extensively
throughout the islands and the mainland representing the homemakers of hawaii
in this capacity she shared her hawaiian quilting knowledge and skills with the
women of hawaii
about forty years ago mother and mrs helen inns the then
co
extension agent of molokai coauthored
authored a quilting booklet that became a genesis for
other more sophisticated quilting books by other authors

her accomplishments

in

4 H

and

university

extension

the political atmosphere

was prominent in mothers life and although an active
registered republican she knew no boundaries in her affiliations with candidates
she was a
from both political parties she campaigned for anybody who was a friend
poll worker for years

alaloa and protect kahoolawe
when hawaiian issues first surfaced on molokai hui alagoa
young hawaiians of molokai
na
for the opio
kupuna
in the 1970s mother became a kup
kukuna
but in her love for the
by this time her eyesight was far from being perfect
she was a gentle protestor always
hawaiian nation she exhibited great fortitude
there was
reminding the opio that although she respected the gods of her kupuna
kukuna
when she was challenged by a hawaiian faction to pray to the
only one god for her
shards of profanity were hurled at her
she never
hawaiian gods she refused
holding fast to her christian upbringing she calmly and with great
wavered
she was never again
spiritual strength brought them all back into the group
challenged
when she was subpoenaed to testify in court on the kahoolawe issue the
judge asked her why was she protesting and at her age she told the judge because I1
wanted adventure in my life
the judge had to call a recess mother was a champion
for hawaiian causes until the day she died
she would go out of her way to create an
mother was a one person aloha committee
one of these creations
malihini
hini to molokai feel at home
ambiance that would make a mali
was teaching the hula in four easy lessons bump the apple bump the orange
in our small crowded home of seven children mother made room for anybody who
I
remember her bringing tutu polena manuel
needed a place to stay or needed care
but you didnt have to be a member of the church in order to be
home to nurse
when the mother of our neighbor friends died she
blessed by mothers kindness
organized and executed funeral arrangements then took upon herself the task of
when the childrens
searching for clothes for the children to wear to the funeral
father passed away she brought the three youngest home to live with us becoming
in
she even brought them with us to temple excursions
surrogate mother to them
1982 at mothers funeral one of the older boys of these neighbor friends asked to
speak
he recounted the story of how mother one cold rainy winter while his
1
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father was out looking for work and the family had nothing in the house to sustain
them filled a huge galvanized tub with all the necessities plus something for the
children and quietly set the tub down beside the familys door
that family did not
mother was the kind of person
know at the time who brought the tub of plenty
who would do a kind deed without fanfare
II mother took in army laundry
she gave jobs to the women in
during world war 11
when she wasnt doing laundry she was doing volunteer work for
the community
she opened up our home to the
the USO as an entertainer and an organizer

servicemen

in this life who was a spirit sister to solomons wisdom and jobs
in 1946 mother brought home to our house a little baby girl
patience it was mother
from honolulu who later became my sister leah
the baby brought joy to our
crowded house and we shared this joy with the neighbors
however dad just about
had it with our extended family and was not about to have another mouth to feed
mother never dwelled on the circumstance but rather one weekend she announced
that she was leaving for maui to attend church conference
she put me and the
neighbor aunties in charge of the baby knowing full well that dad would have to
give a hand
when she returned from conference and announced that she was
ready to take the baby back to honolulu dad adamantly announced that she was

if there was anyone

taking the baby nowhere
dad expeditiously began proceedings to adopt leah
but
adoption was not expeditiously granted for the judge was not sure that they should
have another child in the house and they were too old he thought
when the judge
what if the baby was
posed the question to mom about
mother spoke up and
said that it didnt matter if the baby was blind deaf or crippled she still would want
to adopt her

when tutu kauila couldnt pay his huge accumulated
hospital bill mother took that responsibility to pay the bill
she paid it by working

charity began at home

when the bill was paid up the hospital asked
for the hospital with no compensation
through this affiliation mother was able to
her to stay on a as a paid nurses aide
acquire certification as an LPN licensed practical nurse
her skills as a nurse went
beyond book learning though because she was a natural masseuse
that natural
skill was greatly utilized in the hospital for the care of stroke patients
when these
patients were released from the hospital mother followed them home where she
continued the therapy after work from the hospital
these families didnt have
money to pay her but paid her instead with things from their vegetable gardens
chickens eggs and from their hearts lots of respect and love
in our house there was a special
mother learned to embalm the hawaiian way
she and her bottle of salt have been
bottle of hawaiian salt kept for just this purpose
upon sometimes in the middle of the night to help some family on the
often called uponsometimes

homestead

my mothers faith while she was relief society district president was tested one
one day she received a telephone call from
year during the churchs annual bazaar
the caretaker of the hoolehua community gym
although the gym was scheduled a
year in advance by the hoolehua branch he told her that the mormons couldnt
have the gym for their annual church bazaar because his church was having a
huge church conference on molokai the same weekend of the bazaar and needed the
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comingg in from the outer islands
the molokai mormon
gym to house their people comin
besides the delicious foods the people came to the bazaars
bazaars were famous
especially to purchase the exquisite hawaiian quilts quilted by the relief society

mothers

the saints

met together in early morning meetings 1 I followed my parents to these 4
am meetings to fast and pray that there might be a solution to the dilemma in spite
of the dilemma though the relief society mothers continued to prepare bazaar
one day the gyms caretaker called mother to say that the floor of the gym
items
was available for the bazaar the stage sufficed as a dormitory for his church people
and guess who were their best
it was the best bazaar the branch ever had

customers

she took people at face value and
mother had great compassion and love for people
kalaupapa
never went beneath the skin
when 1I was old enough to visit Ka
laupapa when board
of health policies were stringent one of the items among many was no physical
kalaupapa
contact between visitors and the residents of Ka
laupapa 1I had the privilege for the
kalaupapa
first time visiting the beautiful peninsula with her
the old Ka
laupapa chapel had a
narrow windowless foyer where socializing was done before entering the chapel
after the last person entered and
lining the walls were benches facing each other
the side doors were closed mother would cross the one step distance between the
kalaupapa
benches and without forethought about policies would embrace the Ka
laupapa
saints in greeting
afraid to declare tfiat
anal
tnal there was always someone higher in authority
in 1959 she came to san francisco to be with me as 1I awaited the
child
when my son was born and the doctors found that there was
his kidneys they hospitalized him
after some weeks the hospital
telephoned to say that there was no hope for my baby and that we should come to the
hospital
mother stood up to the doctors and said Is this all you can do for my
grandson
and when they replied in the affirmative she said 1 I know a doctor
indeed mother sought that great doctor
greater than you
the next day the
hospital told us that my son was about ready to come home

mother was not
or was greater
birth of my first
abnorniallacy
abnormallacy
abnormallacy in

when she retired from her job and collected
mother was a great believer in tithing
social security some money from the labor union and little gratuities pennies she
paid full tithing on these meager earnings
its no wonder that she never went

without

would be remiss if somewhere in this presentation I1 did not pay tribute to the relief
society mothers of hoolehua branch who had so much love for the gospel that they
ileth
falleth
these faithful mothers
too lived by the relief society motto charity never Fa
will always be remembered for their love and care they unconditionally gave to the
many a missionary will remember the saturdays the mothers and it
missionaries
was always mama bessie makekau who volunteered first who gathered their dirty
laundry returning them on sunday mornings with the long sleeved white shirts
and if
this was before polyester all washed starched ironed and neatly folded
this wasnt enough they cleaned the mission home and stocked the kitchen with
in those days also many of these missionaries took home with them a hawaiian
food
quilt quilted by these same mothers
1I

i
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in reminiscing with my sister in law lagrimas she said she always knew when
mother was going visiting teaching she wore a white dress and carried lunch with
visiting teaching was an all day affair and the homes were about five to forty
her
acres apart
and then she said as an afterthought ill always remember the
society sisters doing their visiting in their white dresses

relief

because of the great example our mothers set for us the young women of the
hoolehua branch in 1950 formed the young womens relief society strictly off the
we met every sunday morning before sunday school began after school on
record
work meeting days we joined our mothers in the relief society house an old world
war 11
II army barracks on the church premises

on october

my mother and father henry euy son lee were married
dad
with no time to think was baptized into the church and faithfully through all his
mortal life supported mother in all her callings both religious and secular
6

1928

in 1938 the lee family traveled by pineapple barge to oahu
bahu to be sealed as a family in
the hawaii temple
at this time also we sealed to us by proxy my baby sister who
died in infancy
in 1957 leah became part of our eternal family
Wai kapu mother
because there was great love and respect for the hawaiian elders of waikapu
kaikapu
was taught that they are all ohana
whether related through blood or through the
heart
today her children continue the tradition

mother was a true hawaiian who truly loved the lord
anness she emulated the gospel of jesus christ
Hawaii
hawaiianness
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when she emulated her

MOLOKAI CHILDHOOD experiences LED ME TO THE CHURCH
HOW MY MQLQKAI
by
martha kalama

my name is martha washington ahia kalama and 1I lived on the island of molokai
although life on molokai was not easy especially during the early
from 1921 to 1954
years molokai is and will always be very special to me
learned the value of hard work
it was on molokai that 1I
it was on molokai that I1 was introduced to the gospel of jesus
learned to love music
christ of latterday
latter day saints and was eventually baptized it was on molokai where I1
our family had its beginnings on molokai
met my husband

it was on molokai that

1I

at the age of four 1I moved to molokai with my aunt and uncle william and
lizzie aki and their six year old son george arriving by boat one evening after
sunset we felt the thick darkness as we drove through keawe trees heading for
aery and a little scary
kalamaula
Kalamaula it was eery
if youve been in the middle of keawe trees
we drove until we came to a one room house with
after dark you know what 1I mean
it stood all alone in the middle of the keawe
two windows no bathroom or kitchen
trees this was our new home my aunt said to my uncle this is the last place god
ever created
she repeated it many times during our first few years on the island
when you consider that we had just moved from a beautiful home on dillingham
boulevard in honolulu im sure you can understand her feelings

in 1921

why did we move to molokai
like many other hawaiians who moved here we came
my uncle loved farming
lards
to farm on hawaiian homestead lands
when he learned
nine year lease for twenty acres at loo
1.00
ninetynine
that we could obtain a ninety
100 per year on
molokai he immediately applied and was accepted
that was the easy part the most
we had to cut and burn hundreds of keawe
difficult job came after our arrival
stumps in order to begin farming
although my uncle hired a filipino man to assist
him it was a huge job that required the sweat and toil from all of us

other adjustments included the use of

an outhouse using lanterns cooking outdoors
but we were blessed
the soil was rich and
had a vegetable garden pa payas bananas sugar
never saw so much fish
in hawaiian they called

and literally living off the land
we
everything grew in abundance
in fact I
cane and plenty of fish
which meant that you could feel the fish between your legs as you
it peku
deku wawae
kawae
walked in the water
thats an accurate description
1

my uncle who was threefourths
fourth hawaiian was an excellent
three fourths chinese and one
onefourth
several years after moving to molokai he received a
businessman and carpenter
hawaiian homes commission loan to purchase farming equipment seeds and
materials to build us a home

although the work was difficult

modern conveniences
assistants

he built a lovely twobedroom
two bedroom home with all of the

for the time period

my

cousin

george

and

1I

were his

we raised three hundred leghorn chickens and two
he also expanded our farm
we planted alfalfa for the hogs
hundred pigs
it was during this time that the
hawaiian home commission dug

a

well between kalamaula
Kala maula and kaunakakai for
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it
flumes were built through the homesteads to water the fields
irrigation purposes
was a beautiful site to see green alfalfa papaya trees corn and many other crops

flourish

our neighbors were like family
community
we would help them plant their crops and they would do the same for us this was
or helping hands in english
after all of the fields were planted
called lima lau
in those days we
we would celebrate with a luau lots of hawaiian music and food
were healthy because we ate from the sea and the ground
Kalamaula grew into
kalamaula

homestead
estead
a fine hom

our crops were shipped by the boat moi to
my uncle became a warminger
warfinger
war finger for young
pineapple was shipped by barge
honolulu
brothers co which allowed our family free travel by barge

with no market outlet on molokai
we were

uncle and

a religious family
1I

were catholics

my aunt and cousin were protestants
although my
we attended the protestant church as a family

we were first introduced to the mormon faith

by clarence W kinney a friend who
an avid reader my
unbeknownst to us was also a missionary for the LDS church
although we
uncle read all of the LDS scriptures introduced to him by mr kinney
continued to attend the protestant church uncle began to develop a testimony of the
LDS faith and on one of his business trips to honolulu was baptized by clarence
kinney
when aunty lizzie learned of his baptism she was very angry and refused
to have anything to do with kinney or the church
to keep peace in the family we

continued to attend the protestant church

one sunday

uncle used references from the book of mormon in a protestant class
the teacher who happened to be a close family friend stood up and said in hawaiian
we have satan among us
beware members
uncle quietly put all of his books in
his briefcase and walked out of that church never to return again

being close to my uncle I attended the mormon church with him
in 1935 1I was
baptized on christmas day today as I reflect back I feel a sense of deep gratitude to
I1
my uncle and clarence kinney for bringing the gospel of jesus christ into my life
1

1

1

know that my journey in life would have taken a different path without the gospel

on november 19 1935 I married melvin
following our wedding we returned home

kalama in the hawaii LDS temple
our three children theresa
to molokai
napua and melvin jr were bom
we attended
born in the shingle hospital in hoolehua
the kaunakakai branch with albert kahinu as branch president
1

M

Kala maula for ten years we were fortunate to obtain a forty acre lot
after living in kalamaula
in hoolehua move a military building onto it and remodel it into a large three

bedroom home overlooking the pineapple fields and ocean
featured in the homes
and gardens magazine our home was beautiful
it was also a home away from home
for visiting leaders of the church and a gathering place for local members

we played
back then the most profitable form of fundraising was the game bingo
bingo to raise money for church activities and other needs until the brethren
instructed us to stop because it was

a

form of gambling
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hallgymnasium
in need of funds to build a cultural hall
gymnasium the members of the hoolehua
we met as a branch at 430 am daily to
branch decided to fast everyday for one week
we could feel
open our fast which we concluded with our families in the evening
it was a beautiful
the spirit of the lord as we sat in the chapel each morning

experience
after

of fasting an appointed committee decided that we should sponsor a
carnival
this required tremendous support from the members who came through
pigs cows
with flying colors willingly giving of themselves and their resources
everyone
eggs chickens baked goods and milk were just a few of the donated items
my sister
in law and I1 baked
sisterinlaw
gave something even though their funds were limited
a week

we were so busy we didnt make it to the
over one hundred cakes from scratch
carnival which was a huge success ALL BECAUSE OF THE FASTING

life was my mother in law emma
makahanohano kalama a faithful member of the church who was raised in laie and
unfortunately mama
later moved with her husband to homestead in hoolehua
emma lost her husband who died at the age of thirty eight
she was left with five
melvin her oldest son was then fifteen
children

one of the most influential people

in

my

although her life was not easy her faith and reliance in god helped her to meet
mama emma was prayerful
in fluent
every obstacle with hope and optimism
hawaiian she thanked the lord daily for her many blessings and sought his
guidance and inspiration
when the leaders of the church counseled members to store food
she was obedient
she turned one of her bedrooms into a food storage room and filled it with home
during the war mama didnt have to
canned vegetables fruits stew and even poi
she had ample to feed all of us
stand in line for food rations
mama emma loved to read the scriptures which were kept alongside her rocking
she knew the doctrine
chair with other church books

because her life reflected her love for the lord and his gospel mama emma was my
through her faith and example
greatest inspiration
from her I1 learned the gospel
my testimony grew
thank the lord for the gospel of jesus christ which is the most precious gift in my
1I thank the
I1 thank the lord for my uncle who brought the gospel into my life
life
1I
thank the lord for leading
mother in law who taught me the gospel
lord for my motherinlaw
my family to molokai where all of this took place
1I

for

me

molokai is truly

a

special place
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0

hoolehua wallace jr

express my gratitude to the mormon
pacific historical society for this opportunity to present this paper at this great
1I
have been asked to present a paper discussing some of the early
conference
experiences 1I recall of the mormon saints at hoolehua

my dear brothers

sisters

and friends

aloha

1I

my mother is ellen
like nephi I too have been born of goodly parents
Kaonohi okala
wahinehelelaokaiona makaiwi wallace and my father is william kaonohiokala
wallace sr 1I was born to my parents on march 15 1926 the second of six children
1

our family the makaiwi ohana
leadership
acres of

hoolehua

traditions
christ of

came to molokai from waikapu
Wai kapu maui under the
kaikapu
our family was awarded forty
of my grandfather moses makaiwi sr
Puu kapele avenue at
hawaiian homestead lands on molokai located at puukapele
our family came to molokai with their religion with their
in 1926
they were all members of the church of jesus
and with their culture
latterday
latter day saints and they were priesthood holders

upon their arrival to this new land

they found out that hoolehua was known to be
dry and windy with lots of red dirt and very dusty
it was extremely difficult at first
for them to adjust to the climate and weather conditions at hoolehua

hawaiian homestead lots were given to hawaiian families so that they could work the
1clife
everyone
ife was not easy on the homestead
tlife
land and become self sufficient
tife
life
worked planting corn pumpkin watermelon irish potatoes squash and many other
Maka iwis had watermelon the bishaws
crops
each family had a specialty crop
makaitis
the makaiwis
had huge pumpkins the kaalekahis had irish potatoes and the homers had corn

one of the major problems facing our people was the lack of water and drought
sometime in may of 1927 as shared with me from our family friend sister evan
english as told to her by my uncle edward kuamu makaiwi appendix A the
homesteaders planted corn watermelon tomatoes pumpkins melons and other
crops
they were quite
their crops were drying because there was no rain
concerned about this because in july of that same year the secretary of the interior
was scheduled to come to molokai to see how the homesteaders were doing and to
inspect the project to determine whether it was a success or a failure
the
spell continued that the homestead
dryspell
homesteaders were concerned that if the dry
project would become a failure
if the secretary of the interior reported to the US
congress that the homesteading project on molokai was a failure it would mean that
no more homestead lots would be opened again in hoolehua
facing this serious
problem and under the leadership of clarence kinney a group of six elders were
called together for a special fast
these elders were clarence kinney moses
makaiwi sr my grandfather and my uncles robert makaiwi arthur keanini sr
john pawn and moses makaiwi jr the purpose of the fast was to ask for the lords
intervention on this matter and to have rain for the crops
hornc of moses makaiwi sr
home
at the horne
my grandfather
the
no clouds were in the sky and there was no sign of rain
weather was very very dry
at all
at noon on the third day of the fast the elders met together and in prayer

these elders gathered
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closed their fast
at that moment as the fast ended the clouds came from every
it rained for
direction passing over the home of my grandfather moses makaiwi sr
the result was that all the crops planted grew
three days and three nights steadily
and matured in time for the secretary of interiors visit and some crops were given
to him as gifts from the people and as a testament to the faith of the early saints in
the area
the secretary of the interior declared the efforts of the homesteaders a
success and hoolehua opened up even more for future homesteaders

once the rain came the crops grew very well

in those days

we did not experience

sometimes the boat or the barge was not able
problems with too many garden pests
when this happened we would
to transport our produce to oahu and to the markets
use the produce for our families and if there were too much we would feed it to our
nonetheless my dad and my
animals
there was really no wasting in those days
mom managed to bring us up the best they could
many of the homestead families like my dad had to work elsewhere away from the
farm in order to make ends meet
kalaupapa
laupapa was
dads income from his job at Ka
we didnt have too many clothes to wear back in
between 150 and 200 per month
1I
remember washing my clothes day after day so that I1 could have a clean
those days
we didnt have any electricity in our home so we had
pair of pants to wear to school
to cook on a kerosene stove and iron our clothes with a charcoal iron
later we got a
we thought the gas iron was real classy and we enjoyed having to pump it
gas iron
up and to see its bright light
1I recall
recall an incident which taught me a great lesson when 1I was a young man
while harvesting pineapple at tutu pelekais fields that we kids got bored with what
my dad was picking the pineapple and our job was to break or cut off
we were doing
Us kids decided to try something
the pine tops and then put the pineapple in a crate
we made a
if so tell who they are
new note dad do you know who was with you
we bore a hole in it and stuffed it up with dry
smoking pipe out of the pine core top
you want
grass my dad caught us and boy was he mad
he said okay you kelkis
non mormon friend of his to give him one of his cigars
to smoke huh
he asked a nonmormon
my dad made us stand up on a pine box and made
my cousin and I1 were in big trouble
us smoke that cigar
he said that if we didnt fall off from the pine box then we were
we couldnt take it both my cousin and 1I got dizzy and sick and we
ready to smoke
fell off the pine box
remember
this experience really taught us a serious lesson
the word of wisdom

I1

our recreation was somewhat limited
oftentimes we would go to a movie at the
we had to walk to and from the movies about four to five miles
Kuala puu theater
kualapuu

each way
sometimes we went hunting with my dad and his friend kimo poaha
kalaau mud flats and near to the goos fish pond to hunt for
they always went to the palaau
fishing was a must
sometimes they would come home with two pigs each
wild pigs
on weekends we would all join together with uncle kuamu makaiwi
for our family
at moomomi
Moo momi beach
uncle knew all the fishing
edward makaiwi and his family ai
uncle kuamu was a
holes in the area and he referred to them as his ice box
if someone mentioned going fishing instead of saying
typical hawaiian fisherman
or if while we were walking on the beach you looked back rather
going holo holo
letts
from of you uncle kuamu would say
than looking in front
lets go home and we would
not go fishing
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old people who came about the same time as our family were very spiritual
even when some of
in our home heavenly father was always acknowledged
people
our family members became temporarily inactive in the gospel we always had pule
or family prayers
reciting a scripture verse before our pule
or prayer and ohana
was common practice in our family and is something that we still do today
THE HOOLEHUA BRANCH
the hoolehua chapel was dedicated on august 12 1932 the supervision of the
building of the chapel was done by brother paul elia sr whos son paul elia jr is
currently the bishop of the hoolehua ward
there was a week long celebration in

conjunction with the dedication of the hoolehua chapel
at the time of the
dedication of the hoolehua chapel brother clarence kinney was the president of
both the kaunakakai and the hoolehua branches

before the chapel was dedicated the members held their meetings at different
locations
sometimes they would meet in a small building which was located near
where the hoolehua fire station is located today
they would also meet at members
homes from time to time such as across of aunty mary lees house on farrington
avenue or at brother and sister makekaus house on puukapele
Puu kapele avenue
they met at
kaunakakai school for a short period of time until they were able to get a small
building which they moved onto and close to the area where the hoolehua chapel
once the chapel was built the small building was moved and taken to
was built
Kau
nakaki to be used by the kaunakakai branch as their chapel
kaunakaki
the hoolehua
chapel was built on a hilltop overlooking hoolehua
the chapel was always
decorated beautifully every sunday

who came from the hoolehua branch
hoolehua
became a strong center for the church during the early days of the church being on
some of the branch presidents and bishops of the hoolehua branch and
molokai
w
below
beio
later bishops of the hoolehua ward are listed belo
they are not listed in

there were many great leaders

john naumu david mokuilima moses makaiwi joseph kawai
chronological order
david kaawa henry kaalekahi samuel kalama baldwin kalama william davis riley
naumu kaeo adolpho ernest elia ernest kalilimoku leonard hogan johnny
kadd
shima
bishops of the hoolehua ward
kari Tc
karl
teshima
kaleikini gary adachi bruce meyers kard
bishop william davis first bishop who served for five years bishop peter
have been
some information
kawaa bishop roy horner and currently bishop paul elia jr
from sister evan englishs historical notes see appendix C

during the early days of the hoolehua branch we had what we called
luna
or district high councilmen
these brethren dressed in black suits wore
kahiko
kaciko
they looked real handsome some of
white shirts
shins and bow ties to all our meetings
john K pawn david mokuilima henry
the early molokai district councilmen were
kaalekahi john naumu david kaawa henry H kaahanui joseph kawai alfred
pail paul elia robert M makaiwi and roger kaalekahi
pall
Leie
loie pali
lole
apaka william lelepali

the hoolehua branch

had an excellent welfare program for the members in need
we had projects which included planting and raising fields of watermelon
these
abed right below the chapel and extended to where the hawaiian homes
ated
located
fields were loc
taro patches located by
credit union office is located today we also had loi kalo

the molokai high school
the members working these
leadership of henry kaalekahi and uncle moke makaiwi
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fields

were

under the

after a tragic accident which took the life of one of our sisters mom and dad
dad became a counselor in the
became very active and strong in the gospel
hoolehua branch presidency and took the family to the temple at laie to do temple
work
in 1945

our branch at hoolehua was very outstanding

we had great fundraising
fund raising activities

members would donate cows pigs vegetables homemade cakes pies
our branch bazaars were always were
jams dellys
jellys and many other things
kimn baking ono
I1 remember sister emma kalama and sister boo kimm
kirn
kim
successful
we also had some of the best hawaiian food plates on the
delicious cakes and pies
island at our bazaars
in our branch

new years were always special to our branch
before our
hoolehua chapel was built we had our annual new years get together at the
hoolehua gym by the old elementary school all the members paid a small amount
it was a great activity
laulau
of money as a donation and we all went to help make laudau
for the entire family

besides the bazaars

besides our bazaars and other special activities our hoolehua branch had a very
brother and sister ernest elia
active basketball baseball and volleyball program
were coaches for many of these teams and their basketball team took the
championship in 1948
going to church because after sunday school we had ice
genealogy
cream
in those days sacrament meetings were held in the evenings
so once
meetings or class were held between sunday school and sacrament meetings
pot luck lunch with the
we left home in the morning we took food for us and had a potluck
other members
this helped in keeping our members close together and we felt like
we were all one big happy family
As children

we enjoyed

1I
our services especially our sacrament meetings were quite reverent
remember as
a young man seeing brother rodger kaalekahi walking around the chapel with a

stick and he would poke those members who were making too much noise or those
sometimes I1 think it might be a good
members who were falling asleep in church
idea to do the same thing today in some of our meetings

mom and dad oftentimes talked about the power of the adversary and some of the evil
sometimes it was like watching star wars with fireforces happening on molokai
north to east south to west
balls flying in all directions
abua leles of molokai
directionsnorth
the akua
were numerous in the olden days and many believed that someone might make
or
we didnt have a bathroom in our house we had
die if it was sent in their direction
an outhousea
sometimes sister viola and 1I would go together to the
outhouse a three seater
many times we saw these fireballs
fire balls flying by
outhouse to watch out for one another
fire balls we would stop what we were doing and run home
when we saw these fireballs
papa would then say to us to sit still and we would have
calling mama papa
prayer together
after our prayer we would all sleep together in one room we felt
As time went by with prayer faith and the power of
secure with mama and papa
the priesthood we dont see those things today

we took extra
some
family on weekends
times we children went to visit our ohana
sometimes
sometimes we would stay with
clothes because sundays everyone went to church
38

tutu pelekai

sunday morning bright and early he would hitch up his wagon
protestant church
we would catch a ride
lavina
kalavina
and would leave to attend his Ka
with him to church
he would let us off the wagon at our church and then he would
go on to his own church
few members had cars or even wagons in those days most
members would walk to church every sunday

our

our church was equipped with

there was no power line to the

an electric generator

area or to the chapel in those early days

one in particular
recall many great and good leaders of our branch at hoolehua
was brother billy davis
he was always humorous and never spoke a harsh word to
anyone
in later years his sons followed in his footsteps and became branch
Ki leona davis and luckie davis
presidents and bishops
hienie davis solomon kileona
kiliona
lucky davis became the first bishop of our hoolehua ward
1I

in addition to brother billy davis many other members stood out in the branch
one such person was sister mama bessie makekau
because of their service to others
she loved all the missionaries very much
her home was always open to everyone
she would walk to pick up the missionaries laundry carry them home and do their
she was always a living example of pure
laundry for them for many many years
charity and aloha
during this
between 1946 and 1950 missionary work was very busy here on molokai
time period there were ten missionaries on the island
the missionaries were busy
kalaupapa
working at hoolehua Ka
Kuala puu kaunakakai and at kainalu
laupapa maunaloa kualapuu
on the east end of the island

on a more personal note early during the summer months of 1941 1I met my wife
ivale broad through the MIA mutual improvement association
maggie lei Los
losivale
program program of the church
she came to molokai to entertain the saints on
molokai
there were fourteen to twenty people in their group that came from laie to
put on a program for the people of molokai
her uncle david mokuilima was also
living on molokai at the time

was drafted into the army during the second
I
correspond with maggie lei for about six years
may 1947 and we were married on december 27
moses makaiwi sr located at puukapele
Puu kapele avenue
A few years later we were able
enjoyed ourselves
sealed to each other for time and for eternity
1I

1

world war

but 1I continued to
was discharged from the army in
1947 at my grandfathers house
we had a real big luau and we
to go to the temple at laie to be

both maggie and I1 held many positions in the sunday school in the primary and in
one exciting and challenging position we held together was that of
the priesthood
the district MIA leaders for molokai
this calling was in the early 1960s our district
president was ernest elia and his counselors were riley naumu and henry keanini
our mission president at the time was
first and second counselors respectively
one of the great events of our tenure was that we hosted the
president harry brooks
we
first combined youth conference with the islands of maui and hawaii on molokai
had a very successful conference
there were road shows dance contests testimony
molokai was
meetings and a great spiritual experience for all who participated
we had a lot of active young people at the time
outstanding in their participation
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the

in 1962 the youth conference was
youth conference was held in maui in 1961
molokai had great participation from
kaha on the big island of hawaii
held at Keau
keaukaha
its youth and great support from the island leadership

the hoolehua branch

has always been a strong branch of the church here on
I1 owe much of what I1 know about the church
its
molokai as far as 1I can remember
organization and its programs to the many experiences 1I received in my different
1I believe that
we must not forget that
callings as a member of the hoolehua branch
our branch was founded by faithful members of the church who used their
may this also be our
priesthood and exercised their faith in righteousness
contribution to our children and to the future generations of the church here on

molokai
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1935

leaders

APPENDIX A
FASTING FOR RAIN 1927

sometime in may

the homesteaders planted corn watermelon tomatoes pumpkins
and melons
the crops were drying because of lack of rain and the secretary of the
interior was coming in july to inspect the project whether it is a success or failure
if a
according to the weather it will be a failure unless something could be done
so by the leadership of clarence
failure no more homesteads will be opened again
kinney a group was organized consisting of all elders six including moses
they gathered at
makaiwi sr robert makaiwi arthur keanini sr and john pawn
my dad mosess home
the weather was very very dry no clouds over or on the
on the third day at noon the fast concluded
at that moment the clouds came
sky
from every direction over my dads home then the rains began to fall for three days
and nights steadily

all crops grew

and matured
when the secretary of interior came the crops
were all matured and were brought to the secretary as gifts
he declared it a success
and more homesteads were opened

results

IX B
APPENDIX
APPEND
HOOLEHUA CHAPEL HISTORY

the hoolehua chapel was
paul elia sr as the head

the chapel was built by brother
dedicated august 12 1932
members
and other in
embers of the church there was a week long
dedication
brother kinney was the president of kaunakakai and hoolehua branch
john naumu david mokulima
mokuilima
Mo kulima
at that time
other presidents were not in order
moses makaiwi joseph kawai david kaawa henry kaalekahi sam kalama melvin
kalama baldwin kalama william davis riley naumu kaeo adolpho ernest elia
ernest kalilimoku leonard hogan john kaleikini adachi 1969 bruce meyers karl
peter kaawa roy homer
1st bishop to serve five years
teshima william davis ast
ist
paul elia jr
APPENDIX C
OTHER HISTORY

in 1950 the relief society planted a sea grape tree at moomomi on the anniversary of
the relief society

every sunday they came to church
there were twelve councilmen in our branch
with black suits
the relief society was always in white

the

welfare program was very active in hoolehua
corn and papaya
the members all did their share
women did canning in the sisters homes and the
most of the canning was given to
mission home

others
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with the taro patch at palau
also
of work in the fields plus the
old army building behind the
missionaries members in need or

we had one very active loving member who stands out
bessie makekau
her home was always open to everyone
for many years

missionaries

at

in

our branch sister mama
she did the wash for the

1946
1950 we had ten missionaries on molokai at hoolehua Ka
kalaupapa
19461950
laupapa
kaulapuu
Kaulapuu and kaunakakai

one time

maunaloa

new years get to gethers were at the hoolehua gym before our own church gym was
we
laulau
built
all members paid a small amount of money plus helped with the laudau
stayed all day

or you could sleep

there

hoolehua branch had a very active basketball team coached by brother and sister
ernest
emest elia they took the championship in 1948 also in volleyball and baseball

the

branch needed funds to build the gym so a very huge bazaar was held for two
days at the kaunakakai baseball field
the chairperson was marvin kalama

the hoolehua branch

was always noted to hold the best bazaar in molokai
the
quill which was sold at the time for 2000
20.00
outstanding item was the hawaiian quilt
2000 today
we still have bazaars but on a small scale mini bazaars
sister kim and sister

kalaina made the best cakes
kaiama
kalama

this history

was given to me by brother edward kumu
fumu makaiwi
november 21 1958 at 800 am at my home

it was recorded

HISTORY OF MOLOKAI TEMPLE GROUP BY HENRY KAALIKAHI

the

idea of forming a group came to me by way of individual members going to
honolulu and by chance they happen to go to the temple
their original plan of
going to honolulu was not going to the temple but for other personal business
when they return home they bear their testimonies of going to the temple
the
so 1I consulted
happening gave me the idea of creating a group to go to the temple
limo about the idea of forming a temple group
mokulimo
with brother Moku
and another
reason that encouraged me to such plans was because there were quite many temple
members among our membership some coming from maui and some from oahu
bahu
mokuilima
Mo kulima went along with my idea so we called all those that went to the
brother mokulima
temple and discussed this plan of forming a temple group
all agreed on the plan
with the first plan to go to the temple during summer vacation months but somehow
it was not agreed upon so thanksgiving was chosen
the purpose of choosing
thanksgiving week is because it is a time we thank our father in heaven and it is no
better time to sacrifice our time talent and money in going to the holy house of god
16
and saving souls that have left this earth in earlier years dac
181516
d&c 1815

organization for thanksgiving week 1933 involved an independent group

with
leaders to be chosen by the group
later years were headed by the district up to this
date
old time members help one another those that want to go with group and have
oldtime
money group that has money will help those that have no means of going there
no moneygroup

emergency fund was created at such time
mostly on barge

transport was very scarce
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groups traveled

the

group went down the
kaunakakai wharf to go to honolulu
the captain of the tug boat jack young refused
to let the group on
the group had a written permit from george cook to go on the
barge
it was five minutes before the barge left the members went into a room and
prayed to our father in heaven that they will be allowed to board the barge
permission was granted
A faith promoting incident that happened one year

temple excursions were always on thanksgiving week

1933 1981
19331981

48 years

the

first group of members came to molokai in 1923
they included makekau
kalama naumu and kamauoha the second group came from maui in 1922 they
pawn keanini silva makaiwi the mokulimas
Moku limas came from utah in 1926
included
they
the last group came from oahu in 1929 and were called the nui halewa
included kaowa
kaawa kaleikini and kawai the members now are all offspring of the

early homesteads

before the chapel was dedicated the members went to a small room where the
hoolehua fire station is now also across mary lees house on farrington avenue
Puu kapele avenue
and kaunakakai
then to brother and sister makekau s home puukapele
school for a short while the church got a small building and put it where the

mission home is and stayed there until the chapel was dedicated
the building was
then taken to kaunakakai for their chapel
the hoolehua chapel was built on a
it was big huge with lots of windows
hilltop overlooking hoolehua
the chapel was
every sunday after church the children had
decorated every sunday with flowers
ice cream while their parents had other meetings
because not everyone had cars or
trucks we waited for rides from other members and couldnt return home until after

their meetings
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kaawa

was called to be the branch president of kaunakakai branch in 1970 by president
clinton kanahele first counselor in the hawaiian mission

1I

was called
early that morning 1I drove down to
the chapel to help with the cleaning of the yard and inside of the building
when 1I
returned home my grandmother told me that brother oliver young wanted to see me
at his home
when 1I reached there president kanahele called me to be the branch
president of the kaunakakai branch the very chapel that 1I had just spent half a day
cleaning
the next day being sunday I1 was sustained as the new branch president
replacing brother hienie davis who served as branch president for ten years and
who was also instrumental in building that chapel with the help of brother albert
kahinu who had served as branch president prior to brother davis
A funny thing happened that day

1I

my counselors were brother philip solatorio and brother william mahiai
but later
brother nick pezel was called to replace brother solatorio
the branch clerk was
brother herman correa relief society president was sister joyce nakagawa and the
sunday school president was brother henry lee
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